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Chinese loans could fuel regional conflict in East Africa  

China has made great efforts to support poverty reduction in Africa, and likes to present itself as a 

friend of the African people. But loans for contentious dam and irrigation projects now threaten to pull 

China into an explosive regional conflict between well-armed groups in Kenya, Ethiopia and South 

Sudan, reports ChinaDialogue. Dam and irrigation projects could spark "bloody and  

persistent" conflict, and the Omo Valley is currently being transformed by one of Africa's biggest and 

           most controversial infrastructure ventures, according to African Somaliland Sun. 

China rebukes Myanmar, urges ceasefire after shell crosses border 

On Thursday China rebuked the Myanmar government, after a second shell landed in Chinese terri-

tory since December,  calling on both sides in the conflict to immediately implement a ceasefire, re-

ported Reuters. The past few weeks have seen escalated fighting, some of the fiercest to date, in the 

Myanmar civil war, as government forces continue to launch attacks against the Kachin Independ-

ence Army in the North of the country, according to Aljazeera. 

 

Trade between China and Mozambique up 42 percent  
 
Trade between China and Mozambique amounted to US$1.224 billion between January and  

November 2012, 42.41 per cent more than in the same period in 2011, as indicated by official  

Chinese customs figures, released in Macau, reports China’s Macau Hub. The growth in trade  

between the two nations has increased at a quicker rate than with other Lusophone countries. Trade 

between Portuguese speaking countries and China grew to 117.7 billion dollars - an increase of 9.7 

per cent, said Club of Mozambique. 

Chinese leader calls for dialogue to resolve Diaoyu Islands issue  

Top political advisor, Jia Qinglin, said that China and Japan should resolve the Diaoyu Islands dis-

pute through dialogue and consultation, “in order to ensure that bilateral relations remain on a track 

of healthy and stable development," reports China’s Xinhua. The Japanese government in the past 

had moved to nationalise the islands, a move fiercely critisised by China. The Japanese government 

refuses to negotiate, saying that the islands are Japanese and not under dispute, reported the  USA 

Today. 

Beijing confronts record-breaking smog  

Heavy smog has enveloped Beijing and some other places of the east-and central-China in recent 

days, causing highway closures and flight delays, according to Chinese news agency Xinhua. More 

than 100 million people in China were affected by the pollution air, the local government has ordered 

some factories and construction sites to shut down, while certain government vehicles have been 

banned from the roads, according to US based  TIME World. 
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